
VAAL Airships is developing an ecological space program with high altitude
drones.



We have a trash problem.

This is the great garbage patch in the middle of Pacific Ocean that’s 3 times the 
size of France.

What if I told you that our littering has even gone out of this world?



The Earth is surrounded by space debris. Each year thousands of satellites are sent up
and it’s getting crowded as the dead satellites aren’t going anywhere.
This ever growing volume of debris is threatening all satellite enabled services from 
GPS to Earth observation.



VAAL proposes launching lighter-than-air drones to the stratosphere. 

Flying in between the satellites and commercial aircraft the VAAL drones can perform 

the same tasks as satellites with couple of advantages:
 Without needing rockets, the airship CO2 emissions are over 10 times smaller

compared to similar functioning satellites.
 By being closer to earth we can offer much higher internet speeds and also

lower the latency.
 Also the gathered data is much higher resolution, were talking about satellite 

pixels measured in meters, VAAL pixels measured in centimeters. 
And all that without putting any garbage into space.



VAALs will roll out in 3 steps:

First we’ll build a single VAAL, validate the technology and offer a Gigabit internet 
for around 10k a month to few high value customers such as ships operating 
at open sea. 

After the validation we start building up the fleet of VAALs that enable us to roll 
out a mesh network that could outcompete even fibre optic cables in terms of 
latency. 

The endgame is a constellation of 3200 VAALs that can offer 24/7 coverage of 
earth. We can create a real-time digital twin that will drasticaly improve the
weather predictions, boost farming output and offer low latency Internet at 
the same price as your current mobile plan even in the most remote
locations.
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We start offering the service from Norway, where several offshore companies are 
already waiting for our solution. 
From there we start rolling out the internet and earth observation services country 
by country. 



VAAL’s Rockstar team has grown out from Taltech satellite program with experiences 
also in managing multinational projects and developing aerial and marine drones.



2 satellites and 7 stratospheric experiments later, wer’e now starting to build the 

satellites of the future, the VAAL airships. 



They will fly at near space altitudes as seen on the picture from one of our 
experiments.
Let’s reduce space littering and use VAAL instead. 



For that we’re raising 250 thousand euros on convertible note that is met by 200 
thousand of soft funding with what we’ll build a reduced scale VAAL.


